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"begins to revive

As life / in the Salerno bridgehead it becomes possible to see more clearly

"what is happening in the rest of Italy, The dividing line between Allied and

German-occupied Italy is not a firm one. There is a constant coming and going

of Italians between the two zones, just as, the Arabs used to wander to and fro

across the lines in Tunisia, The main impression is that the Germans and the

Mussolini puppet Government mean, to abandon Southern Italy as soon as the

German divisions in the South can be withdrawn past the Salerno bridgehead and

to fight the campaign in the North, This fits in with the advice given by
Mussolini art the Fascist Grand Council meeting before his resignation. No

doubt acting on orders from Hitler he advised the yielding of Southern Italy,
but was successfully opposed by Grandi, Since his resignation, until he was

restored by .the .Germans as a kind of temporary Quisling, Duce Mussolini was

imprisoned in Rome, His arrest, after his visit to the King at the Royal
Villa on the outskirts of Rome was neat and simple, V/hen his car drove into the

grounds of the Royal Villa the gates closed•'behind it. V/hen he came out of the

villa after his audience another car was waiting. His own chauffeur and guards had

been arrested,. Mussolini demanded his own car, ut an officer of the Carabinieri

said "I think you would be safer in- this one Mussonini protested, but the officer

insisted. Throwing out his arms in a gesture of resignation Mussolini, stepped
into the carwith four Carabinieri and was driven straight to prison. Until
released by the Germans he was moved*‘from one prison t. another inside Rome in

order to prevent his escape. Politically minded Italians say that a drift away

from Mussolini started as soon as Italy entered the war and has been graving ever

since,. Everywhere you hear the expression "This was Mussolini’s War", Though

Italians after defeat are no doubt glad to have some -no on whom they can fix the

blame. It is not thought that the new puppet government will be supported by more

than the pledged Fascists whose fortunes wore.bound up with the Mussolini regime and

who hove nothing to hope from the Allies, 7/hile offers of fighting help from Italian

soldiers come daily into the offices of A.M.G.O.T. at Salerno the lack of cooperation

by their officers is noticeable, A great many of them were Fascisms. Active

support for the Allies, as distinct from the passive neutrality of a conquered

people, at present comes mainly from the workers - peasants and factory workers.

(of* whom there ore a few even in Salerno and ordinary soldiers and sailors.

The wealthy and professional people have fled from the area, -They, with the

wealthy Neapolitans, are to be found in safe fishing villages out towards Amalfi and

along the lovely mountain peninsula closing in the south end of the Gulf of Naples.
A.M.G.O.T. with an American Colonel in charge and a British officer as socond-in-

Command, arrived in Salerno the day after the invasion. They have been sitting in

offices under shall, and mortar fire ever since, administering the district with

the help of Italian local Government officials. They found that the Bagdolio
Government hod sacked the Fascist Podesta or Mayor of Salerno, and had replaced
him with Signor Chomo, an Italian Liberal politician who had never supported the

Fascist regime, when the Allies arrived Signor Cuomo, who has grown old in his

twenty years of exile from Italian politics, was sitting in the magnificent Municipium,
the recently built Town Hall of Salerno, This water-front building, in much better

taste than the arrogantly Jarish Fascist headquarter building next door, has ono

of the best-designed theatres I hove ever seen and a scries of halls and chambers

quite os well proportioned as the London County Council building* The bust of

Mussolini had been replaced by a bust of the King above Signor Cuomo’s desk,
and workmen ?/erc beginning to remove the enormous oil-painted frieze in the council

hall which pictured the benefits of Fascism in classical costume. Apart from

Signor Cuomo, most of the local officials had at first fled into the hills to

escape the bombing and shelling, like everyone else wh• could - go. But the vast tiled

floors of the Municipium were scrubbed and fresh. Nine Italian charwomen had

stuck to their jobs. They have been scrubbing the floors every day since, shelling or

no shelling. More/ •
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The only ether dignitary left in Salerno was the. Archbishop, whose ancient

cathedral lies on the steep slopes half way up from the sea. In normal times the

Salerno deals direct with the Vatican, so that his influence in the

.affairs-'of ,this part of Italy is very considerable* More, the attitude of the

Roman Catholic clergy is much the same,,as that of the laity - gratitude- for peace

accompanied by the .common .tog "This was Mussolini’s War",

.Among ‘Working people there is a good deal of bitterness against the, Germans

because they removed food from, the district' and have been looting the villages
■where they are now fighting. A.M.G.O.T’s first job is to feed the people. Until

weihave enough men and munitions for a large-scale offensive it is not possible
to bring in food ships, but for the time being there is no very drastic shortage
of food' in this area, Tho trouble is mainly distribution. Fruit andvegetables
abound in the countryside. The problem is. to get them into the towns and large

villages* Y/hile every farm lane off the main roads is needed for the movement of

bron carriers and jeeps and army ration trucks it is not possible to tangle up tho

military traffic with farm carts and horse traps* A.M.G.O.T's, officials

have-managed to restart bread rationing on the former Italian scale, with an extra

amount for' certain types or worker. They are also distributing macaroni, olive oil

■and tomato sauce and are trying to organise the.marketing of vegetables. Meat is

net to be found. All over Salerno, Vietri, Pontecagnano and other places you see

long food queues waiting on the pavements, They are .controlled by the- Italian

Carabinieri who have a white armband with "police" on it so that no British or

American soldiers may mistake them in their neat blue uniforms for Germans, British

military police work with the Carabinieri, More to help the Italian people to

understand the new life and the ways of the invading forces, end what the outside

world is thinking, and many other puzzling things, an Italian language newspaper

was-.published in Salerno yesterday for the first time since tho landings. It is

the Corriere Di Salerno,, a small, two-page sheet written by British officers with

the help of an Italian naval lieutenant and slowly produced on a hand printing

press in one of Salerno’s back squares, When larger numbers of skilled workmen

return to Salerno all those problems, such as printing and baking and macaroni

manufacture, will be solved. Meanwhile the minute Corriere Di Salerno looking

rather like an Eighteenth Century .news-sheet is the first small window*'into the

darkness of .this part of Fascist Italy, Its first number prints; the Armistice terms

as well as the news, a short leader on Allied intentions and an article on

.the life of Italian prisoners ..in America, That is probably the first time ■
Italians in this pocket of the war have seen the‘Armistice terms in print. The

terms were broadcast on September 8, but by then Salerno’s electricity supply had

failed, so only,ltalians with battery sets would hear the announcement, * Also out

today is the first issue of tho Salerno Times, a daily paper for tho British half

,of, the Fifth Army, • •

' . Like every other piece of work for the revival of Salerno it is being born to

the continuous whine, crash and rattle of shells, mortar, bombs and machine gun

bullets *
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